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SUMMARY

Applying free geotechnologies to support decision making is becoming increasingly common, especially

with the use of mobile devices. The objective of this work was to develop a tool through free

geotechnologies and to create offline maps that serve as an aid to decision making in the sugarcane fields. Its

main focus was to verify the increase in decision-making power compared to the traditional methods used.

The study area for application of the developed tool was Mill Caeté S/A, located in the municipality of São

Miguel dos Campos - AL. The methodology was based on the acquisition of data obtained through the

smartphones GPS and Google Earth software, to be compared to georeferenced data from rural property

limits provided through the electronic tool (SIGEF) developed by the National Institute of Colonization and

Agrarian Reform (INCRA). The positional accuracy value was calculated using the set of control and field

obtained points to calculate the Standard Error (EP) values, and thus estimate the positioning errors

(planimetric and/or altimetric) relating to the data. The results in Table 3 showed that data obtained by these

different technologies presented different EP values: 5,34m (SW MAPS); 4,71m (MOBILE T.) and 7,50m

(GOOGLE EARTH). However, when verifying the adequacy of these data it was found that they fall as

Class A for a scale of 1/50,000 and as Class B for a scale of 1/25,000. The results showed that the use of the

tool provided a better performance for official field activities in relation to the traditional methods used and

that the techniques do not present high precision. The implementation proved to be an efficient alternative to

the proposed goal, making it possible to increase the decision-making power. However, other functionalities

need to be better explored, measured and improved, what means these technologies need great evolutions to

perform tasks that require high precision for sugarcane field, distance, perimeter and area measurements.

Further studies will be necessary to quantify this information, especially when taking into account the

diversity of smartphones available in the market today.
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